How to make: Title the bulletin board “Let’s Go Fly a Kite.” Make two kites from construction paper. Divide each kite into four sections with pipe cleaners. Cut a pocket for each section of the kites from tagboard. Label the pockets, as shown above, and staple them to the bulletin board. Next, cut out 35 paper rectangles, and write one Unit 36 Spelling Word on each. Place the cards in a cloud-shaped pocket, labeled as shown, at the bottom of the bulletin board.

How to use: Students will remove words from the cloud pocket and sort them into the appropriate kite pockets. All words in the other pocket, if sorted correctly, will be Unit 31 Spelling Words with the VCCV pattern. Ask students to discuss where they would divide words in this pocket to find the syllables. Ask them to do the same for words in the VCCV with double consonants pocket.